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Descriptive transcript: 
Openreach case study

The video starts with eerie music and drone shots of houses in suburban London in bright 
sunlight. Animated, color-changing connector lines can be seen between houses. 

 A male voice (Scott, Director of Brand, Marketing & Digital at Openreach) says: 
“Openreach connects the UK to the broadband network. We’re aiming to reach 25 
million premises by the end of 2026. As we build out our full-fiber network, we need more 
people to come to our website, understand what it is that we’re doing and be really 
excited about what it can do for them. It’s then the role of our service providers to go out 
and place those full-fiber orders across the UK.” An animated text rolls across the screen 
reading “Siteimprove + Openreach”. Scott’s voice can be heard further: “Siteimprove has 
given us the pathway to get there.” 

Eerie music continues.

Scott can now be seen sitting in front of the camera in a conference room, visible from 
the chest up. Talking to the interviewer (not visible), he says: “When I first came into 
Openreach, we had very limited insight, which allowed us to make very few data-driven 
decisions.” A white frame appears in the bottom right corner, the text says “Scott Room, 
Director of Brand, Marketing & Digital, Openreach.” The screen changes to Scott sitting 
at a desk working on his laptop in an open office space, colleagues can be seen in the 
background. Scott’s voice continues: “Siteimprove has allowed us to really hone in on 
that, to really understand how our website is or isn’t performing.” The screen changes 
back to Scott talking to the interviewer (not visible), adding: “Siteimprove created a 
really easy to use interface, and it also brought all of those separate tools together into 
one place.”

Eerie music continues while the screen changes to shots of foggy London showing 
buildings, moving cars, pedestrians, and people on bikes. Scott’s voice can be heard: 
“The role that we play is making all across the UK fully aware of this fantastic new 
technology.” The screen changes back to Scott sitting in front of the camera talking to 
the interviewer (not visible), visible from the chest up. He continues: “We’re using the SEO 
module to drive more traffic into our website.” The screen now shows Scott working on 
his laptop in a lounge chair placed next to a glass front window. His voice can be heard: 
“We’ve been able to shift the dial from 250 000 visits a month to up to over 450 000, 
which is a fantastic achievement.” Next to Scott, an animated wheel diagram appears 
counting from 250 000 to 450 000.

The screen changes, showing Scott sitting in a meeting room in front of his laptop 
together with colleagues, talking. His voice continues: “We’ve also been able to mark our 
homework on accessibility.“ The screen switches back to Scott addressing the interviewer 
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(not visible). He says: “We’re going to focus on becoming WCAG AA compliant. Just 
having some metrics to better understand how well or how much we have to go in that 
space is really important to us.”

Again, Scott can be seen working from a lounge chair placed next to a front glass 
window. Eerie music continues to play in the background. 

The screen switches back to Scott talking to the interviewer (not visible). He can be seen 
from the waist up, pointing out: “Finally, the QA module allows us to really understand 
where pain points might be on our website. We’ve shifted the dial from only having a 
score of 76.2% to up to over 97%, making sure it’s a well-polished website throughout.” 
Scott can now be seen from the waist up. He adds: “That’s allowed us to free up a lot of 
time and effort, about 20% across the team.” An animated wheel diagram appears next 
to Scott, counting from 0% to 20%. He continues: “That’s been a real gamechanger for 
us, freeing up time to concentrate more on the strategic stuff.” 

The screen shifts to Scott walking through a London market hall, blurry lights in the 
background. Eerie music continues while Scott’s voice can be heard: “Siteimprove’s 
allowed us to make constant, continuous improvements to that journey rather than do 
big, wholesale changes.” The screen switches back to Scott talking to the interviewer 
(not visible): “Now we’ve got much more data at our disposal to make much more 
informed decisions about what we’re going to do in the future.” Scott can now be seen 
standing at the waterfront talking on his phone. 

Eerie music continues while the screen changes to drone shots of London city at dawn. 
The Siteimprove graphic rolls over the screen while music fades. 

The video ends.  
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